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Property
Now you can secure your property at a very affordable rate! 
At Easygates we offer exclusive deals to optimise the se-
curity at your home/property. With a huge range of gates/
railings on sale, what ever your style may be, we are sure to 
have the one for you in stock!

FORMORE
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Aluminium
CONTEMPORARY.
If you are looking for new ideas and designs, this is the 
range for you! Rotproof aswell as rustproof, this range is 
the result of the new production techniques, allied with 
traditional joinary.

The result is an amazing choice of forms and colours - so 
just make your choice! The wood aspect powder coated 
aluminium is sure to impress, or find a colour to match 
your existing de’cor!
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E.Choose the colour you want! You can actu-
ally personalise your gate and fence to 
the maximum by choosing a colour that 
you want and that will blend in with your 
environment.

The infinate number of colours available in 
the RAL palettem enables you to be sure 
of having the right colour for your gate 
and/or fence.

The laquering (powder coating) is high 
quality, resistant, very low and easy to 
maintain and fulfils the Qualicoat Europe-
an certificate conditions that guarentees 
a ‘seaside quality’ (Resistant against wind 
and general weather damage). 

Secure     ourY



AluminiumAluminium

Aluminium
CONTEMPORARY.

AluminiumAluminium

An elegant traditional design 
suited for a wide range of 
homes.

A modern look for the front 
of your house with touch of 
class.

A very contemporary design, 
sure to inpress anyone with 
syle.



CONTEMPORARY.
Aluminium

AluminiumAluminium

AluminiumAluminium

A classic traditional gate 
design, with natural elegance 
about it.

A solid feature to the front of 
your house, this bold design 
holds strong features.

A classic simple style which is 
sure to fit in place, which ever 
surroundings it’s in.



TRADITIONAL.

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

The main advantage of this range is that it 
looks like forged iron but it is aluminium. 
So you can benefit from the lightness of the 
gate and its resistance, as well as the wide 
range of finials and shapes.

Of course being made ni aluminium ensures 
a very low maintenance. This range is abso-
lutly ideal if you want to have a traditional 
or classical entrance to the front of your 
property. A big plus!: becuase of the produc-
tion system, all colours on this range are free 
of charge - for you to choose!

ACCESSORIES.
Choose from a range of finials and deco-
rative scrolls to enhance the traditional 
style of your gates and fences.

The range of finials on offer fit in with the 
style of any of the traditional gates on 
sale. 

Wind Rose

Angle Decorations

Two Layer double Volute

Circles
Scrolls



TRADITIONAL.
Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Alumini-

An impressionable piece, set 
to give off a secure sense of 
being.

A possitivly simple yet elegant 
design.

Another simplistic design with 
similar features to the ‘jos-
selin’.

Cast



Aluminium

Aluminium

IRON.
Cast

CastCast
These elegant gates are inspired by 
19th Century designs originating 
from Glasgow, at the famous Sun 
foundary.

Crafted in solid cast iron, using 
the same traditional techniques 
as those that made the originals. 
These gates represent the finest 
quality available today. Ornate in 
design and secure in strength, they 
offer protection for your property 
along side a higher class image.

IronIron
The addition of cast iron gates and 
railings to your property will add a 
completly authentic and unique im-
age along side a secure premisis. 
These designs (from over 100years 
ago) are perfect for restoration and 
regeneration projects and provides an 
enduring, traditional alternative to the 
multitude of lightweight railings and 
gates currently on offer.

A variety of styles are on offer at 
incredibly reasonable prices. If any of 
the designs catch your eye, be sure to 
enquire by our Mon-Sat phone line or 
via email, Info@Easygates.co.uk.



IRON.
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Iron

Iron

This beautifully crafted range 
still to this day remain to yield 
an elite standard above the 
rest. The superbly crafted gates 
are a sure to pose glamour 
upon your property.

A completly traditional  style of 
railing; this 19th century clas-
sic design proposes it’s vintage 
in a respectful manor.  

An extremly elegant piece of 
craftsmanship, this first class 
range inspire a definative mo-
tion into a property.  

Cast Iron



A true work of beauty. This su-
perb range of gates and railings 
is most certainly fit for royalty. 
Its master class appearance 
will most certainly impress.Cast Iron

Wrought
IRON.

Beautifully crafted heavy-
weight solid steel driveway 
gates and railings, with 
rivetted joints and wrap 
around hinges.

These gates are available 
in two sizes and can be 
supplied with a pedestrian 
access gate. Fully suitable 
for automation and supplied 
with a galvanised hot dip 
finish.

Gate posts measure 100mmsq. Gates are made from 40 x 40mm frame and 
20x20mm uprights. Other iron gate sizes and railings are available. Call or email for 
more details. For Prices on Gates or railings without Electric automation kits then 
please contact us.

The automation kits require gates stops, we do not include these in the package as 
the needs will be different for each application. Contact us for help on gate stops 
and these will be at a reduced rate for those purchasing full iron gate and automa-
tion kits.

We can also custom make wrought iron gates to any size and design, and manu-
facture matching railings. If you want a different combination of automation/gates 
then please contacts us and we will try our hardest to create your ideal package.

IRON.
Cast



Wrought

WroughtWrought

WroughtWrought

IRON.

Aesthetically pleasing to the 
eye, this design holds taste 
and style.

The simplistic design of 
these gates show a strong 
sense of security.

A desirable look on anyones 
driveway, these gates are 
cartainly impressive.



Installations
Proffessional

Easy Gates can supply gate 
automation to suit your 
needs - from industrial slid-
ing gates to small driveway 
gates. We can also supply 
discrete underground, ram 
type and articulated arm 
automation.
 
Being one of the largest 
distributors in Europe of 
Liftmaster gate automa-
tion, we can supply to the 
public at amazingly low 
prices!

All gate operators are fully 
remote controlled and can 
also be supplied with inter-
coms, keypads and GSM 
units to operate your gates.
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MORE
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OR
Call 0845 054 50 70



Open: Mon - Fri   8:30am - 5:30pm
            Sat  9am - 1pm


